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Abstract 

For stability, the replication of unit-copy plasmids ought to occur by a highly controlled process. We have charac
terized the replication dynamics of a unit-copy plasmid F by a replication rate function defined as the probability per unit 
age interval of the cell cycle that a plasmid will initiate replication. Analysis of baby-machine data [J. Bacteriol. 170 
(1988) 1380; J. Bacteriol. 179 (1997) 1393] by stochastics that make no detailed reference to underlying mechanism re
vealed that this rate function increased monotonically over the cell cycle with rapid increase near cell division. This 
feature is highly suggestive of a replication control mechanism that is designed to force most plasmids to replicate before 
cells undergo division. The replication rate function is developed anew from a mechanistic model incorporating the 
hypotheses that initiators are limiting and that steric hindrance of origins by handcuffing control initiation of replication. 
The model is based on correctly folded initiator protein monomers arising from an inactive dimer pool via chaperones in 
limiting amounts, their random distribution to high affinity sites (iterons) at the origin (ori) and an outside locus (incC), 
the statistical mechanics of bound monomer participation in pairing the two loci (cis-handcuffing), and initiation 
probability as proportional to the number of non-handcuffed ori-saturated plasmids. Provided cis-handcuffing is present, 
this model closely accounts for the shape of the replication rate function derived from experiment, and reproduces the 
observation that replication occurs throughout the cell cycle. Present concepts of iteron-based molecular mechanisms 
thus appear capable of yielding a quantitative description of unit-copy-number plasmid replication dynamics. 
Published by Elsevier Inc. 
1. Introduction 

The replication of unit-copy plasmids is a un
ique event in the cell cycle. In slow growing 
Escherichia coli (with a generation time of an hour 
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or more), cells are born with just one copy of the 
plasmid that replicates only once with high prob
ability before the cell divides (Austin and Eichorn, 
1992). The control of replication must therefore be 
stringent as well as efficient. Evidence of such 
stringent control has been reported for unit-copy 
plasmid F, where experimental high copy number 
deviations appear to invoke such strong negative 
feedback that replication appears to be totally 
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switched off at only twice the steady state copy 
number (Tsutsui and Matsubara, 1981). The situ
ation seems to be similar for another unit-copy 
plasmid P1, where the plasmid fails to transform a 
cell that already has one chromosomally inte
grated plasmid copy (Pal and Chattoraj, 1988). 

The molecular mechanism by which such con
trol is exerted has been the subject of intense study. 
Broad outlines of the processes involved have 
emerged for several plasmids, most notably for F, 
P1, and RK2 (Chattoraj, 2000). These plasmids all 
code for initiator proteins that auto-repress or 
otherwise control their own production, as well as 
bind to two sets of repeats termed iterons, one set 
of which in the origin (ori) when saturated be
comes responsible for initiating plasmid replica
tion. The other set (called incC in F) acts solely as 
a negative regulator of initiation frequency. In the 
specific case of the F plasmid, the initiator protein 
RepE suppresses its own production when dimeric 
but binds to iterons when monomeric. Direct ob
servation by X-ray diffraction has confirmed the 
binding of these monomers to their iteron targets 
(Komori et al., 1999). Tsutsui et al. (1983) hy
pothesized that RepE is limiting for initiation and 
its titration by incC iterons delays saturation of ori 
iterons and thereby, the timing of plasmid initia
tion. Later investigators observed that this cannot 
be the sole process involved since replication fre
quency did not increase in the presence of excess 
initiator protein in all the three plasmids P1, RK2, 
and F (Durland and Helinski, 1990; Pal and 
Chattoraj, 1988; Uga et al., 1999). Electron mi
croscopy and other biochemical analyses revealed 
that the initiator proteins could interact when 
bound to two different iteron sets, either in cis or 
trans, in a process termed handcuffing (Kittell and 
Helinski, 1991; Mukherjee et al., 1985; Pal and 
Chattoraj, 1988; Uga et al., 1999). These interac
tions appeared responsible for suppressing addi
tional rounds of initiation in the same cell cycle 
should the initiators become excessive. 

The identification of the molecular compo

nents involved in unit-copy-number plasmid rep
lication has now advanced to the point, where 
one can begin to quantitatively characterize the 
dynamics of their interaction, along the way 
testing prevailing concepts for self-consistency 
and completeness. In this article, we focus on the 
results of the ‘baby-machine’ experiments that 
probe these dynamics in the cell cycle and at
tempt to find kinetic explanations for the ob
served behavior (Helmstetter et al., 1997; 
Leonard and Helmstetter, 1988). We first show 
that a mathematical expression for the probabil
ity of a plasmid’s replication per unit time as a 
function of age in the cell cycle, kðaÞ (henceforth 
termed the replication rate function), can be 
generated from the baby-machine experimental 
data, without reference to any specific underlying 
molecular mechanism. We then develop this 
function anew from a mechanistic model incor
porating present hypotheses of initiator-titration 
and iteron-handcuffing that control initiation of 
plasmid replication. Finally we perform a test of 
this mechanism by assessing whether, and under 
what conditions, the titration-handcuffing model 
is capable of yielding a kðaÞ function that is in 
quantitative agreement with that obtained di

rectly from experiment. 
2. Analysis 

2.1. Stochastic formulation of unit-copy-number 
plasmid replication 

The simplest phenomenological approach to a 
description of unit-copy-number plasmid replica
tion begins with a stochastic description of the 
process in a cell population. In this section, we 
formulate the replication in terms of an age-de
pendent replication rate function kðaÞ and then 
show that an analytical expression for it can be 
derived from baby-machine experimental data 
with some simplifying assumptions. 

First, consider an asynchronous host popula
tion of bacterial cells in exponential growth con
taining 1–2 copies of a plasmid. Within this 
population, cohorts of cells exist at various ages 
with those of youngest age (just post-cell division) 
containing a single plasmid and those of oldest age 
(just prior to the next cell division) containing two 
plasmids. At intermediate ages, an age cohort 
consists of a mix of one- and two-copy-containing 
cells depending on whether or not plasmid repli
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cation has taken place in a given cell. The proba
bility of finding a unit-copy plasmid within a 
particular age cohort is defined as p1ðaÞ where a is 
the age measured in time from the last cell divi
sion. This probability density evolves with age 
according to the stochastic equation 

dp1 að Þ ¼ � ð Þ ð Þ ð Þ ¼ ð Þk a p 0
da 1 a ; p1 1; 1  

ð Þp      a   i.e., given the probability 1 of selecting a unit-
          copy cell from an age cohort, there is a conditional

probability per unit  time ðaÞ(k ) that its plasmid 
ð   k aÞ      will then replicate. is defined as the replication

rate function. Eq. (1) may be formally integrated 
for p ðaÞ  1 yielding

p1ðaÞ ¼ exp 

� Z a 
 

� 
� k

0 
ða0Þda0 : ð2Þ 

Depending upon the exact form of kðaÞ, plasmid 
replication may appear to be more or less cycle 
specific (unpublished results). 

It is        ðaÞ  possible to extract the exact form of k ,

      and implicitly, information about the replication
sm on ch it mechani  whi depends, from the data 

 generated by baby-machine experiments. Briefly, 
  these experiments (Helmstetter et al., 1997; Leon

ard and Helmstetter, 1988) involve pulse labeling 
an asynchronous population of plasmid-contain

    3    ing host cells with [ H]thymidine, attachment of

these cells to a nitrocellulose filter under growth 
       permissive conditions, and age cohort collection of

newborn cells that are continuously released from 
the filter. Following autoradiographic or scintilla
tion analysis, the average plasmid-radioactivity 
per cell collected is reported for each cohort. The 

   first daughter cells eluted from the filter are prog
            eny of the cells attached to the filter at the end of

 to be eluted  the division cycle, and the last in a 
 generation cycle are those that are the progeny of 

cells attached to the filter near the beginning of the 
cycle. 

Hence, deno  the e ting     bacterial cell cycle tim as 
T and the age of the cell as a, the time of release of 
daughter cells from the filter, tex, is related to their 
age at labeling by 

tex ¼ T � a: ð3Þ 
Next, we observe that the rate at which labeled 
2-copy cells are generated at a given age during 
short-term pulse labeling is 

on� t; a  2ð Þ
k a n1 t; a ; 4  

t o
¼ ð Þ ð Þ ð Þ

where at age a and chronological time t, n�2 isðt; aÞ  
the number density of labeled 2-copy cells per  age

interval and n1ðt; aÞ is the number density of un
labeled unit-copy cells.  (If the pulse period is not 
approxim  ately instantaneous, then Eq. (4) must be 

       acreplaced by a continuity equation that also

     counts for changes in the number density function 
       resulting durafrom cell aging during the pulse

         tion.) An expression for n2
�ðt; aÞ can be obtained by

integrating Eq. (4) over the pulse duration D and 
noting that the number density n�2 is initially zero. 
Hence 

n� t  a a n; k2ð Þ � ð Þ 1ðt; aÞD ð5Þ 
¼ kðaÞp1ðaÞnðt; aÞD: ð6Þ 

       p a   In the last line, the definition of Þ as the frac1ð
tion of unit-copy cells in an age cohort has been 

   the   employed re-express unit-copy densityto

n t; a in terms of the total cell density n t; a . 1ð Þ ð Þ
the cell colle  phase of In ction the baby-machine 

experiments, cohorts of cells that pro  through gress
cell division are gathered over a short time interval 
De. The cells being collected, thus correspond to 
the flux of cells moving across the a T boundary ¼

maturation velocity for time De at a da=dt of unity. 
       Mathematically, the fluxes of labeled and total

cells integrated over the collection time are 
n2
�ðt; aÞDe and nðt; aÞD      e and, the amount of radio

activity in the labeled group is cn2
�ðt; aÞDe, where c 

is the fixed amount of radiolabel incorporated into 
a single plasmid’s DNA during replication. The 
experimental variable reported as  average the

plasmid-radioactivity  per cell cted, fined colle de

   here as D, is thus 

cn� t; a De cn� t; a
;2  7  2   D

ð Þ ð Þ¼
n e

¼ ck a p a D
t; a D n t a 1

; 
¼ ð Þ ð Þ ð Þð Þ ð Þ

where Eq. (6) has been substituted for n2
�ðt; aÞ to 

yield the right hand side of Eq. (7). 
To within a constant, D may be expressed solely 

in terms of the replication rate function, kðaÞ. This 
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is achieved by taking the natural logarithm of Eq. 
(7) and substitut  Eq.  for p1ðaÞ to yield ing (2)Z a 

ln½D� ¼ ln½cD� þ ln½kðaÞ� � kða0Þda0  :
0 

ð8Þ

Experimentally, ln½D� of miniF plasmid closely 
approximates linear behavior throughout the cell 
cycle at both short and long cell division times 
(Helmstetter et al., 1997; Leonard and Helmstet

ter, 1988) so that 

ln½D� ¼ �Atex þ B ¼ �AðT � aÞ þ B; ð9Þ 

         t  where Eq. (3) has been Thisused for ex. linearity

also extends across several cell division times (re
flecting the dilution of labeled plasmid DNA per 
collected cell due to continued cell division of the 
mother cells attached to the nitrocellulose mem

brane), so that 

A ¼ ðln 2Þ=T : ð10Þ 

An equation for the determination of the kðaÞ
function follows from differentiating Eq. (8) for 
d ln½D�=da and noting from Eq. (9) that this de
rivative is just A, i.e., 

d ln½D� 1 dkðaÞ
k a  

a 
¼ � ð Þ ¼ A: ð11Þ ðaÞ ad k d

This differential equation is a Bernoulli equation 
that has the monotonically increasing solution 
(Matthews and Walker, 1965) 

1 
kðaÞ ¼ � � ; ð12Þ 

1
k0 
þ 1 

A exp½�Aa� � 1 
A 

where k0 is the value of k at birth. k0 can be ob
tained from the observed probability x of detect
ing a cell still containing only an unreplicated 
plasmid at cell division, i.e., from the condition 

p ðT Þ ¼  ð Þ 1 x 13

combined with Eqs. (2), (10), and (12). x may be 
considered as the inefficiency of unit-copy repli
cation.In the special case of perfect 1- to 2-copy 
number control, x is zero and p1ðT Þ ¼ 0, i.e., no 
cells exist in which plasmid replication has not 
taken place. From Eq. (2), this is equivalent to the 
condition that 
T 

k a0 a0 :  
Z 

d 14
0 

ð Þ ¼ 1 ð Þ

This integral reaches infinity only when  the de
nominator of Eq. (12) is zero, i.e., when 

A exp
k0 

½�AT � ¼ : 
1 exp AT  

ð15Þ� ½� �

Substituting Eq. (15) for k0 and Eq. (10) for A into 
Eq. (12), the fractional replication rate function 
under perfect copy control is found to be 

kðaÞ ¼ T �1 a T 1 
ln 2ð21� = � 1Þ� : ð16Þ 

Again for this special case, the probability of 
drawing a cell from a given age cohort that ex
hibits a replicated plasmid follows from evaluation 
of 1 � p1ðaÞ using Eqs. (2) and (16): 

p ðaÞ ¼ a
2 2 =T � 1: 17  ð Þ
2.2. A titration-handcuffing model for unit-copy
number plasmid replication 

Underlying the phenomenological Bernoulli 
form of the replication rate function (Eq. (12)) is 
molecular mechanism. In this section, we develop 
a mathematical model of unit-copy plasmid repli
cation based upon published observations and 
concepts regarding initiator protein, iteron titra
tion, and handcuffing. Ultimately, it is used to 
derive a mechanistically based kðaÞ that is then 
examined for its ability to reproduce the shape of 
the Bernoulli form. 

2.2.1. General considerations 
The model is indicated schematically in Fig. 1. It 

is based on the production of initiator protein RepE 
from the repE gene under the control of a promotor 

       containing an inverted repeat to which the dimeric 
form of the initiator (RepE2) binds to repress its 
own transcription (Giraldo et al., 2003; Uga et al., 
1999). While newly synthesized RepE may be 
monomer, it strongly dimerizes since the monomer 
pool is found to be of negligible concentration (Uga 
et al., 1999). Chaperones convert a portion of the 
RepE2 pool to properly folded monomer, RepEf , 
which then binds to any of the four 19 bp iteron 
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Fig. 1. Molecular components of F-plasmid replication. (A) repE gene producing RepE nascent monomer that dimerizes to RepE2, 
thence progresses via chaperone action to folded RepEf form. RepEf then binds randomly to ori2 iterons (numbers 1–4) and incC 
iterons (numbers 5–8). RepE2 binding to inverted repeat (IR) region (dashed line) inhibits RepE production. Filled circles denote 
bound RepEf molecules (J ¼ 5). (B) Two possible cis-handcuffed forms are shown in equilibrium with the non-handcuffed form above. 
sequences in the ori2 region or to any of the first four 
iteron sequences in the incC region of the plasmid 
(Giraldo et al., 2003; Komori et al., 1999; Tokino 
et al., 1986; Uga et al., 1999). A ninth iteron (Iteron 
9) in the incC region does not bind RepEf (Uga 
et al., 1999). When all four of the ori2 iterons are 
bound, apparently the origin is remodeled in con
junction with HU and DnaA proteins, resulting in a 
local melting of the duplex DNA that allows initi
ation of replication (Kawasaki et al., 1996). Prior to 
replication, those plasmids with RepEf bound to 
iterons in both the ori2 and incC locations may also 
undergo cis-handcuffing, the situation when plas
mid DNA folds back on itself such that antiparallel 
iteron pairing occurs due to contact between bound 
RepEf molecules bound to ori2 and incC (Abeles 
et al., 1995; Chattoraj et al., 1988; Nordstrom, 
1990). Handcuffing diverts plasmid configurations 
from those that might otherwise possess saturated 
ori2 iterons and thus reduces the likelihood of rep
lication relative to the case when handcuffing is 
absent. Finally, once the plasmid has replicated, 
dilution of the bound initiators over the expanded 
number of iteronbinding sites (titration and cis- and 
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trans-handcuffing are thought to restrict additional 
rounds of plasmid replication. 

2.2.2. Ki RepE  netics of initiator protein synthesis 
The mathematical representation of this model 

proceeds from the recognition that the concen
tration of the dimer RepE2 pool is nearly constant 
over time because of autorepression and negligible 
diversion to RepEf production. Thi  s pool consists 
of 60–100 RepE polypeptides per cell (Uga et al., 
1999), and is very similar in magnitude to the value 
of 40 RepA reported for the P1 plasmid (Swack 
et al., 1987). During log phase growth, only a 
minor additional synthesis of RepE2 above that 
required to make up for volume dilution is needed 

 to replenish the pool converted to monomers by 
chaperones since a minimum of only about  four

       molecules of RepEf are required to fully saturate

  the iteron binding sites over each cell cycle, as
   suming tight binding. As a consequence, simple 

simulation (Appendix A) shows that the RepE2 

      �  pool concentration fluctuates only by about 3%

     over an entire cell cycle.

      Accordingly, our basic model treats the RepE2 

         pool as constant and accounts for the rate of

       production of RepEf molecules in a cell by

dV ðaÞ½RepEf ðaÞ� 
da 

¼ V ðaÞkchap½RepE2�: ð18Þ

Here [RepEf ] and [RepE2] are the concentrations 
of the RepEf and RepE2 entities, V ðaÞ is the cel
lular volume as a function of age, and kchap is the 
rate constant associated with the action of the 
chaperones. The total number of RepEf molecules 
in a single cell is the product of its concentration 
and the cell volume, V ðaÞ [RepEf ], and the left 
hand side of Eq. (18) gives its rate of change with 
age. Defining V ðaÞ [RepEf ] as J ðaÞ and noting that 
the volume of a cell increases exponentially with 
age according to V ðaÞ ¼ V 2a=T 

0 (V0 is the volume of 
the cell at birth), Eq. (18) can be rewritten as 

dJðaÞ ¼ V a2 =T
chap½ � ¼ a=T

0 k RepE2 2 k; ð19Þ 
da

where all constant factors (including [RepE2]) have 
been aggregated into a single parameter k. Inte
gration of Eq. (19) yields 
k ln 2 
JðaÞ ¼ J0 þ ð exp½ha� � 1Þ; h ¼ ; ð20  

h T 
Þ

where Jð0Þ has been denoted as J0. The total 
number of RepEf molecules in a cell must exactly 
double over a cell cycle T if steady state periodicity 
in the cell population is to be maintained. Hence, 
the boundary condition JðT Þ ¼ 2J0 applies. Fur
thermore, if we denote the gain in RepE molef 

cules over each cell cycle as DJ J T J , then it Þ � 0¼ ð
is apparent from the boundary condition that this 
gain must equal the initial number of molecules in 
the cell at birth, i.e. 

DJ ¼ J0: ð21Þ 

Replication of a plasmid can  occur with certainty 
     only when sufficient RepEf molecules are gener

ated to guarantee saturation of the four ori2 ite
 rons. In the absence of handcuffing, this would 

occur at a minimum value of J T J J ð Þ ¼ 0 þ D ¼ 8, 
i.e., when all iterons must be saturated by the end 

 of the  cycle. Hence J0 must equal or exceed 4. In 
the presence of cis-handcuffing, the same minimum 

ds if value hol it is assumed that all configurations 
        of binding in which the ori2 region is saturated 

repres    sufficiently ent molecular forms remodeled 
to prevent their participation in cis-handcuffing. It 
is possible for J0 to exceed the value of 4, but this 
implies that the plasmids would reach ori2 satu
ration at an earlier age and would not be charac
terized by a replication probability rate exhibiting 
the rapid monotonic increase near the end of the 
cell cycle apparent in the functionality of experi
mentally derived Eqs. (12) or (16). Accordingly, on 
the basis of this observation, our model employs 
J0 4. Finally, substitution of this value into Eq. ¼
(20), together with the observation that 
J T 2J0, allows the production constant k to be ð Þ ¼
numerically evaluated as 0.0504 min�1. 

2.2.3. Plasmid replication rate 
As the RepEf proteins are produced by the 

chaperones, they bind to the iterons of both the 
ori2 and incC sets and generate a set of configu
rations in which the ori2 iterons are saturated. The 
probability that an un-replicated plasmid will then 
undergo replication in the next age increment, 
kðaÞ, is assumed proportional to the instantaneous 
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fraction of time spent in this saturated state, nu
merically equivalent to the fraction of ori2-satu
rated configurations. Thus kðaÞ is modeled by 

kðaÞ ¼ kkf ðJÞ; ð22Þ 

where f ðJÞ is the instantaneous fraction of ori2
saturated configurations corresponding to the 
presence of J RepE  molecules in a cell. The prof

portionality constant k  may be interpreted as a k

constant probability per unit time that an ori2
saturated plasmid will undergo the additional in
teractions and remodeling required for complete 
initiation of replication. 

In the limiting case, where handcuffing is absent, 
and under the assumption of equivalent binding 
affinit  each itero may y of  J be computed n, f from ð Þ
simple combinatorics as the probability of ran
domly distributing four RepEf molecules to the 

      J �  four ori2 sites and the remaining 4 RepEf 

molecules to      the four binding-capable incC sites.

        From Eq. (B.3) of Appendix B it is

C J 1 N ! 
f ðJ ð þ ÞÞ ¼ inc

; ðNori þ NincÞ!CðJ � Nori þ 1Þ 
23Þ ðno handcuffin Þ; g ð

where J is the number of RepEf molecules per cell, 
Norið¼ 4Þ is the number of ori2 iterons, Nincð¼ 4Þ is 
the number of binding-capable incC iterons, and 
the Gamma function, CðJ þ 1Þ, has been used for 
J ! (Matthews and Walker, 1965). 

In the case where handcuffing is present, again 
under the assumption of equivalent RepEf binding 
affinity of each iteron, the situation is more com

plicated and requires an estimation of the f ðJÞ
fraction from statistical mechanics (Appendix C). 
In brief, the partition function qJ is formulated 
describing all accessible molecular energy states of 
a plasmid with J initiator molecules bound. Both 
non-handcuffed and handcuffed states are included 
in this partition function, including the statistical 
factors that account for the multiple ways in which 
molecules may distribute over the iterons leading 
to molecular configurations of equivalent energy. 
Those states in which all four ori2 iterons are 
saturated are assumed to be sufficiently remodeled 
into an HU-stabilized loop structure to disallow 
their participation in handcuffing (Komori et al., 
1999). A key approximation that is made in this 
formulation is to assume that all energy values 
ENHC 
iJ which are accessible to the non-handcuffed 

molecules (NHC) map into a new set of values 
fEHC ¼ ENHC 

iJn iJ þ nDE þ eg when cis-handcuffing is 
present according to the number n of antiparallel 
RepEf pair bondings (of incremental energy DE) 
that occur in a particular molecular configuration. 
The fraction of   ori2-saturated configurations is 
then formulated as the ratio of those terms in the 
partition function corresponding to fully saturated 
ori2 configurations divided by the total partition 
function qJ . The result (Appendix Eq. (C.10)) is 

m J  f ðJÞ ¼ 0 4
;

m   
J 

P3
0 þ d n 1 m expnJ  ¼ ð � bnDEÞ 

ðhandcuffingÞ; ð24Þ 

where m0J 4 is the number of (non-handcuffed) 
configurations of J initiator molecules on the ite
rons consistent with all four of the ori2 set being 
bound, m0J is the total number of configurations of 
J initiator molecules on the iterons in the absence 
of handcuffing, mnJ (n ¼ 1; 3) is the number of cis-
handcuffed con  sfiguration (given J ) associated 
with n pair bondings, and b is the inverse Boltz
mann constant � temperature product. d is a pa
rameter closely related to the reduced degree of 
spatial freedom available to the handcuffed states 
relative to the non-handcuffed states. In the limit 
of infinitely large positive DE, and thus, highly 
unfavored RepEf pairing, f ðJÞ of Eq. (24) reduces 
to just m0J 4 =m0J and is equivalent to the expression 
derived for the non-handcuffing case, Eq. (23). 

The replication rate function kðaÞ applicable to 
the handcuffing case, is thus provided by Eq. (22) 
with f ðJÞ given by Eq. (24). This is a two pa
rameter expression of d and DE provided kk of Eq. 
(22) can be calculated from Eqs. (2) and (13) given 
an experimental estimate of the incomplete repli
cation fraction x. 

2.2.4. Statistics of pair bonds in cis-handcuffing 
The mnJ constants of Eq. (24) depend on 

structural details of cis-handcuffing and may be 
obtained by the direct counting of possible n pair 
bond configurations. This count is obtained rela
tively easily from a first order treatment of 
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cis-handcuffing in which the four ori2 iterons of 
the F plasmid (iterons 1–4) are approximated as 
equally spaced and opposed in antiparallel orien-
tation by the four binding-capable incC iterons 
(iterons 5–8) in various register. The first three 
incC iterons are also approximated as equally 
Fig. 2. Statistics of RepEf pair bonds in cis-handcuffing when a tota
ments are shown in (A). Left hand four are ori2-saturated forms that 
four (F1–F4) are capable of handcuffing (intact arrow). (B) Shows a
registration of the form F1. n denotes number of pair bonds associated
the F1 registration are shown at the right hand side of these figures a
shown in (B). 
spaced while the fourth one, being substantially 
distant from the first three, was treated as having a 
different spacing (Tokino et al., 1986). 

Fig. 2 shows a specific example of how the two 
sets of iterons may register, the number of RepEf 

pair bonds generated with each registration, and 
l of seven RepEf are bound (J ¼ 7). Non-handcuffed arrange
are not capable of handcuffing (crossed-out arrow). Right hand 
ll possible cis-handcuffed configurations arising from a sliding 
 with each registration. The components of mnJ corresponding to 
nd the mnJ obtained from consideration of all registrations are 
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configuration counts leading to mnJ when seven 
initiator molecules in total (J ¼ 7) are bound to 
the plasmid. The upper half of this figure shows all 
eight possible distributions of these protein mole

cules without handcuffing. (From Appendix B, this 
number is denoted by m0J and may be calculated 
from Eq. (B.2) with J ¼ 7.) Note that half of these 
corresponds to ori2-saturated configurations, 
which because of their remodeling (not shown) are 
not able to enter into handcuffing. This number of 
saturated configurations is denoted by m0J4 and 
here equals 4. The remainder of these non-hand
cuffed forms (denoted by F1 through F4 at top 
right) is each capable of undergoing handcuffing. 
Shown in the lower half of Fig. 2 are all of the 
handcuffed configurations that can be generated 
from F1 by a sliding linear registration of the incC 
iterons over the ori2 iterons. The result is five 
configurations characterized by a single RepEf 

pair bond (n ¼ 1), 2 by two pair bonds (n ¼ 2), 
and 1 by a triple pair bond (n ¼ 3), and these each 
correspond, respectively, to the F1 contributions 
to m1J , m2J , and m3J with J ¼ 7. Adding similar 
contributions from the F2, F3, and F4 forms, the 
final values for m1J , m2J , and m 3J with J ¼ 7 are 
found to be 22, 10, and 2. These appear at the 
bottom of Fig. 2 and, together with the m0J4 ¼ 4 
and m0J ¼ 8 values from above, also in the J ¼ 7 
column of Table 1. The determination of all other 
m0J 4 and mnJ values in Table 1 follows from re
peated application of the procedure applied in 
Fig. 2 to the other J values. 
Table 1 
Number of configurations having n pair bonds given J bound 
RepE a molecules f

J 

4 5 6 7 8 

m b 
0J 4 1 4 6 4 1 

m0J 70 56 28 8 1 
m1J 192 240 118 22 0 
m2J 8 32  34 1 0 0  
m3J 0 0 2 2 0 
a Based approximately on iteron spacing of Tokino et al. 

(1986). 
b Number of m0J configurations that have a fully bound ori2 

iteron set. 
3. Results 

3.1. Replication rate function from baby-machine 
data 

The replication rate function, kðaÞ; is given by 
Eq. (12) (the Bernoulli function) once the slope, A, 
and inefficiency of replication, x, have been se
lected from experimental data. We have selected 
data corresponding to pML31 miniF plasmids 
replicating in Escherichia coli B/r host cells with a 
cell division time of 55 min (Fig. 2, panel E of 
Helmstetter et al., 1997), conditions expected to 
approximate a unit-copy state of F plasmid. From 
a log-linear fit to these data, A was determined to 
be 0.01260 min�1. x is less well known but has 
been estimated from the inefficiency in other unit-
copy-number plasmid systems as approximately 
0.01 (Austin and Eichorn, 1992). For this choice of 
x, k is 0.01247 min�1

0 . (If x were zero, then only A 
need to be known and Eq. (17) for kðaÞ applies.) 

The replication rate function so parameterized 
is displayed as the solid line in Fig. 3A (both main 
and inset figures). It is apparent that the replica
tion rate is not constant with age and increases 
monotonically with a rapid upturn toward the end 
of the cell cycle. The corresponding probability of 
observing a cell within an age cohort at age a 
whose plasmid has completed replication, p2ðaÞ, is  
shown as the solid line in Fig. 3B. This is com

puted as 1 � p1ðaÞ with p1ðaÞ given by Eq. (2) and 
kðaÞ by Eq. (12). (An insignificantly different curve 
is generated by the asymptotic limit of Eq. (17).) 
This result indicates that plasmid replication oc
curs throughout the cell cycle in spite of the strong 
monotonic increase of k a  near the end of the ð Þ
cycle. For comparison, the behavior of p2  aÞ withð
kðaÞ maintained at a constant initial value of k0 is 
plotted as the dashed line in Fig. 3B. 

3.2. Replication rate function from the titration and 
handcuffing mechanisms 

The replication rate function corresponding to 
the titration-handcuffing model where origin sat
uration is limiting for initiation is given by Eq. 
(22), kðaÞ ¼ kkf ðJÞ, with f ðJÞ in turn given by Eq. 
(24) when handcuffing is present and by Eq. (23) if 
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Fig. 3. (A) Replication rate function kðaÞ as a function of age. Age in minutes, kðaÞ in min�1. Solid line is Bernoulli function of Eq. (12) 
derived from baby-machine experiments with x ¼ 0:01. Points denote theoretical values of kðaÞ at 0, 18, 32, 44, and 55 min computed 
from Eqs. (22) and (24) using iteron spacings as published (Tokino et al., 1986). Inset: kðaÞ at lower ordinate values. (B) Probability 
p2ðaÞ of observation of a cell with replicated plasmid. Solid line based on the Bernoulli kðaÞ. Dashed line based on holding the rep
lication rate constant throughout the cell cycle at its initial value of k0 ¼ 0:01247min�1. (C) Replication rate function kðaÞ when cis-
handcuffing is absent. From Eqs. (22) and (23) with kk chosen so that kð0Þ ¼ k0. Coordinate scaling is identical to that of (A). 
Generation time (T ) is 55 min in (A–C). 
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absent. Because mean values of J as a function of 
age are available from Eq. (20), f ðJÞ in this for
mula may be re-expressed as a function of age, 
thus allowing the computation of kðaÞ as an age-
dependent quantity. 

A plot of kðaÞ when handcuffing is absent ap
pears in Fig. 3C. Eq. (23) has been used for f ðJðaÞÞ
and kk has been chosen so that kð0Þ ¼ k 0 from the 
Helmstetter et al. analysis. It is immediately ap
parent that the curve shape of this replication rate 
function (particularly at later ages) fails to match 
the shape of the Bernoulli function obtained from 
the baby-machine experimentation (cf. Fig. 3A 
solid line), thus indicating the need to additionally 
consider the role of handcuffing. 

The computation of kðaÞ for the case when 
handcuffing is present follows from Eqs. (22) and 
(24) but requires that estimates be obtained for the 
unknown parameters d, b, and DE, and kk. Of

these, d and bDE are the most uncertain (bDE is 
viewed as a single parameter); initially, kk can be 
approximated in terms of these other two param

eters by requiring it to satisfy the condition 
kð0Þ ¼ k 0 ¼ kkf ðJð0ÞÞ, where k0 is the value taken 
from the baby-machine analysis. To test whether 
the model, where both titration and handcuffing 
affect origin saturation, can account for the ex
perimental Bernoulli curve shape, kðaÞ was evalu
ated from Eq. (22) at the ages corresponding to 
integer J via the f ðJðaÞÞ from Eq. (24) and fit to 
corresponding values of the Bernoulli expression 
(Eq. (12) with k of 0.01247 min�1

0 ). From the in
verse of Eq. (20) (with k ¼ 0:0504 min�1), the ages 
corresponding to integer J (range 4–8) are, re
spectively, 0, 18, 32, 44, and 55 min. The curve 
fitting was accomplished by use of the Levenberg– 
Marquardt implementation of v2 minimization, 
NonlinearRegress, in Mathematica 4.1 (Wolfram, 
2001). The mnJ and m0J 4 values required by Eq. 
(24) are those of Table 1 derived from the Tokino 
et al., 1986 spacings. To have available derivatives 
of the objective function with respect to the pa
rameter variables, each discrete f ðJðaÞÞ value was 
replaced by a highly peaked Gaussian centered on 
the value but spread with a half width of 0.3 min. 

Initial fits were conducted with just d and bDE 
varied. Final fitting allowed kk to vary as well, 
but little variance is associated with this para
meter. Final parameter values were found to be: 
d ¼ 0:34 � 0:13, bDE ¼ �1:32 � 0:20, and kk ¼
2:495 � 0:004min�1. d is the most uncertain pa
rameter, and only somewhat poorer fits are ob
tained even for values as low as 0.1 if coupled to 
a lowered bDE nearing �2:0. Also bDE is nega
tive as required for energy stabilization of the 
handcuffed species. A plot of the fit of the values 
of kðaÞ from the combination titration and 
handcuffing model to the experimental Bernoulli 
curve is given in Fig. 3A. It is apparent that close 
agreement is achieved between the two evalua
tions of kðaÞ. The monotonic increase of the 
replication rate function has been reproduced by 
the model throughout the age range, including 
the steep increase toward the end of the cell cycle. 
The inset shows that agreement is maintained at 
the lower numerical values of kðaÞ, with only kð0Þ
differing to any significant extent from the Ber
noulli value. 

To assess the sensitivity of the fit to the as
sumptions made regarding iteron spacing, an
other calculation was performed in which all four 
of the iterons in both the ori2 and incC sets were 
assumed to be equally spaced from each other. 
This assumption allows iteron 8 in the incC set to 
more easily enter handcuffing with the iterons of 
the ori2 set. After calculating the appropriate mnJ 

values for this arrangement (Appendix D), a re
gression to the Bernoulli function revealed an 
almost identical fit to that displayed in Fig. 3A 
provided the parameter values shifted to: 
d ¼ 0:48 � 0:16, bDE ¼ �1:01 � 0:20, and kk ¼
2:495 � 0:005min�1. Hence, the model did 
not lose its ability to fit the baby-machine de
rived Bernoulli function with altered spacing 
assumptions. 
4. Discussion 

Two principal findings arise from this investi
gation. The first is that the unit-copy-number 
plasmid labeling kinetics measured in baby-ma

chine experiments (Helmstetter et al., 1997; 
Leonard and Helmstetter, 1988) are consistent 
with a (Bernoulli) replication rate function kðaÞ
that increases monotonically with age and rises 
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rapidly just before cell division. It is highly sug
gestive of a replication control mechanism that is 
designed to force most plasmids to replicate before 
cells undergo division. 

This replication rate function depends on only a 
few phenomenological assumptions and not on 
detailed mechanism. Specifically, labeled DNA per 
cell collected must be log-linear with age, and the 
plasmid must be unit-copy. The log–linear rela
tionship is well investigated and even seems to 
hold for the same plasmid when its copy number 
per cell is changed by varying the growth medium 
(Helmstetter et al., 1997). In particular, F plasmid 
replication has conformed to the log-linear fit at 
generation times between 27 and 90 min. The copy 
number of plasmids such as P1 and F per cell 
should vary by a factor of 4–6 under these growth 
conditions (Austin and Eichorn, 1992). The F 
plasmid used in baby-machine experiments was of 
copy-number of about 1.7 and, therefore may not 
be considered strictly unit copy (Helmstetter et al., 
1997). We have assumed that the log–linear repli
cation behavior will not change when the copy 
number is reduced from 1.7 to one. 

The stochastics of replication is described here 
by a single function kðaÞ accounting for the 
probability per unit time of a unit-copy plasmid 
undergoing replication conditional upon having 
first selected a cell whose plasmid has not yet 
replicated. As noted above, the rapidly rising 
replication function does not mean that all repli
cation is compressed into a short period near the 
end of the cycle (Fig. 3A). This function has sig
nificant magnitude even at early ages and conse
quently allows replication to occur throughout the 
cell cycle consistent with the observation that 
replication of the miniF plasmid, pML31, does not 
occur at a specific point in the cell cycle (Helm

stetter et al., 1997). The Bernoulli curve shape of 
kðaÞ, however, provides an improved description 
of the probability of replication over the nearly 
exponentially increasing probability suspected by 
these authors. 

The second principal finding is the ability of a 
model coupling the concepts of titration and 
handcuffing to quantitatively account for the rep
lication rate function derived from the baby-ma

chine experiments. Control of replication by 
initiator titration of iterons alone is insufficient to 
account for experimental observation (Durland 
and Helinski, 1990; Pal and Chattoraj, 1988; 
Tsutsui et al., 1983; Uga et al., 1999). Likewise our 
model, with handcuffing absent and only titration 
accounting for the age dependence of kðaÞ (Eqs. 
(22) and (23)), also fails to generate the correct 
curve shape (Fig. 3C). On the other hand, intro
duction of cis-handcuffing into the model for the 
replication rate does allow agreement with the 
baby-machine derived function (Fig. 3A). (Since 
kðaÞ is a rate based on the conditional probability 
of observing a cell with unreplicated plasmid, 
trans-handcuffing is not required explicitly in its 
formulation. Trans-handcuffing, however, is im

plicit as one of the factors restricting multiple 
rounds of replication.) 

The role of cis-handcuffing is to shunt RepEf 

bound plasmids (at any particular level of overall 
binding) to handcuffed forms, so leaving behind a 
smaller number of the unhandcuffed ori2-satu
rated molecules ready to initiate replication (or, 
equivalently, reducing the percentage of time a 
single plasmid spends in the ori2-saturated state). 
As titration of the iterons proceeds (i.e., as J 
increases), f ðJÞ and hence kðaÞ increases, but this 
increase is less rapid when handcuffing is present. 
(Contrast Fig. 3A with C.) This delay occurs 
because, progressively, a higher percentage of the 
available configurations become associated with 
multiple pair bond states, and the partitioning of 
molecules toward these states is a highly favor
able non-linear function of the number bonds 
formed. 

As presently formulated, our model combining 
titration and handcuffing evaluates the replication 
rate function kðaÞ at discrete ages corresponding to 
the attainment of integer mean values of bound 
initiator protein in an aging cohort of cells. While 
these values lie very close to the baby-machine

derived expression for kðaÞ and capture the rapid 
monotonic increase near cell division, linear in
terpolation between the last two ages (i.e., between 
J ¼ 7 and 8) suggests that the model may be pre
dicting the replication rate function to rise pre
maturely by as much as 7 min. (Linear 
interpolation at the age cohort corresponding to 
J ¼ 7:5 implies that the cells in this cohort are 
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Table 2	 Table 2 (continued) 
List of symbols 

a	 Age of cell 
A	 Slope of log-linear ln D vs a curve 
b	 Inverse (Boltzmann constant by 

temperature product) 
D	 Average plasmid-radioactivity per cell 

collected 
d	 Fitting parameter related to molecular 

degrees of freedom 
D	 Time interval of thymidine labeling 
De	 Time interval of cell collection 
DE	 Incremental energy associated with 

single RepE pair bond 
EiJ	 ith energy level associated with a 

non-handcuffed plasmid bearing J 
RepEf molecules 

EiJn	 ith energy level associated with a 
plasmid bearing J RepEf molecules and 
possessing n pair bonds 

e	 Incremental energy change of 
handcuffing independent of n 

f ðJÞ ¼ f ðaÞ	 Fraction of ori2-saturated 
configurations of a plasmid bearing 
J RepEf molecules 

G, Gt	 Un-repressed and total repE copy 
number per cell 

giJ	 Multiplicity factor for energy state EiJ 

giJn	 Multiplicity factor for energy state EiJn 

c	 Fixed amount of radiolabel 
incorporated into a single plasmid’s 
DNA during replication 

C	 Gamma function 
hiJ	 giJ exclusive of number of arrangements 

of J bound proteins on the iterons 
(hiJ ¼ giJ =m0J ) 

hiJn	 giJn exclusive of number of arrangements 
of J bound proteins with n pair bonds 
on the iterons (hiJn ¼ giJn=mnJ ) 

HC	 Handcuffing 
incC	 Incompatibility C region of F plasmid 
JðaÞ	 Total number of RepEf molecules 

bound to iterons at age a 
J0	 Total number of RepEf molecules 

bound to iterons at birth (a ¼ 0) 
k	 Combined rate constant, V0 kchap [RepE2] 

mnJ 

m0J 4 

n 

nðt; aÞ 

n1ðt; aÞ 

n�2ðt; aÞ 

Ninc 

Nori 

NHC 
ori2 
x 

p1ðaÞ 

p2ðaÞ 

qJ 

repE 
RepE 

RepE2 

RepEf 

r 

t 
tex 

T 
h 
V ðaÞ
Vo 

Number of cis-handcuffed 
configurations (given J ) associated with 
n pair bondings (n ¼ 1; 3) 
Number of (non-handcuffed) 
configurations of J initiator molecules 
on the iterons with the ori2 set saturated 
Number of RepE protein pair bonds in 
a handcuffing configuration 
Number density of all cells per age 
interval at a and t (i.e., total cell density) 
Number density of unlabeled unit-copy 
cells per age interval at a and t 
Number density of labeled 2-copy cells 
per age interval at a and t 
Number of incC iterons (capable of 
binding RepEf ) 
Number of ori2 iterons 
No handcuffing 
Replication origin region of F plasmid 
Probability of detecting a cell still 
containing only an unreplicated plasmid 
at cell division 
Probability of selecting a cell within an 
age cohort centered on age a that 
contains a single unreplicated plasmid 
Probability of selecting a cell within an 
age cohort centered on age a that 
contains a replicated plasmid 
Partition function for a plasmid bearing 
J RepEf molecules 
Gene for RepE initiator protein 
RepE initiator protein (nascent 
monomer) 
Dimer form of RepE 
Folded monomer form of RepE capable 
of iteron binding 
Synthesis rate of RepE2 per 
un-repressed repE gene 
Chronological time 
Time of experimental sampling in 
baby-machine experiments 
Cell cycle time of host bacterium 
ðln 2Þ=T 
Bacterial cell volume at age a 
Bacterial cell volume at birth (a ¼ 0) 

kchap Rate constant of monomer RepE 
production from dimer by chaperones 

kk Probability per unit time of an ori2
saturated plasmid initiating replication 

kðaÞ	 Replication rate function 
(i.e., probability per unit time of a 
unit-copy plasmid initiating replication) 

k0	 Value of kðaÞ at birth 
m0J	 Total number of configurations of J 

initiator molecules on iterons in absence 
of handcuffing 
evenly divided between J ¼ 7 and J ¼ 8 cells.) A 
portion of this early rise (up to 3 min) is attribut
able to the neglect of the finite times required for 
thymidine labeling and elution in our derivation of 
kðaÞ from baby-machine data. It is possible that 
the remaining time may be accounted either to a 
short delay in initiation and labeling after the ori2 
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site becomes saturated, or to a small error in the 
assumption of the log-linear form Eq. (9) used to 
fit the experimental data. 

A continuous form of kðaÞ can be derived by 
expanding the model to include the time-de

pendent stochastics of RepEf production and 
binomial distribution at cell division (leading at 
any age not just to the mean J as used in the 
present model but the distribution about this 
mean) (Morrison et al., 1983). This, however, 
has been left for future study since the present 
formulation is sufficient to demonstrate the 
fundamental finding that a combined titration 
and handcuffing model appears capable of ac
counting for the principal shape of the baby-
machine-derived kðaÞ. 

The combined model that best accounts for the 
pML31-derived Bernoulli kðaÞ exhibits a titration 
of half of the iterons over the cell cycle period, the 
number of bound RepEf molecules rising from 
J ¼ 4 to 8 on unreplicated plasmids. We have as
sumed that RepEf distributes equally to daughter 
cells at birth. In reality, some fluctuations ought to 
occur and plasmids most likely are born with less 
or more than four bound RepEf . In that case, 
additional mechanisms may need to be invoked to 
modulate RepEf production to adjust for the de
viations of J from 4 at birth. For example, two 
mechanisms are apparently responsible for RepEf 

production. One is mediated by chaperones and 
the other by the iteron DNA itself (Diaz-Lopez 
et al., 2003). When J is less than 4, higher unbound 
iteron concentration can help to accelerate RepEf 

production, and the reverse would be true when J 
exceeds 4 at birth. Such feedback mechanisms 
would ensure homeostasis in RepEf production in 
a cell cycle. The titration cis-handcuffing model is 
also not sufficient to explain the failure of copy 
number increase upon RepEf oversupply (Uga 
et al., 1999). A possibility could be that chaperone 
or some other host factors become limiting when 
initiators are oversupplied (Ingmer et al., 2001; 
Uga et al., 1999). 

F plasmid replication has also been reported to 
be cell cycle-specific, although the specificity is less 
pronounced than oriC plasmids (Keasling et al., 
1991, 1992). These results are at odds with the 
experimental observations of Helmstetter and as
sociates analyzed here. The reason for this dis
crepancy remains unresolved. We chose the 
Helmstetter data because they were initially more 
tractable to analysis. To extend the present model 
to the case of cell cycle-dependent replication ad
ditional as yet unspecified control elements must 
be added to our model. 

While issues remain concerning the effects of 
the stochastics of initiator production and dis
tribution at cell division, as well as details of 
chaperone behavior, the present characterization 
of unit-copy plasmid replication appears to ac
count for the principal observations of replica
tion dynamics. This model should thus serve as 
an initial framework for further characterization 
of the quantitative aspects of this process (see 
Table 2). 
Appendix A. Small variation of the dimer RepE 
concentration over the cell cycle 

The concentration of dimer RepE (i.e., RepE2), 
generated by F plasmids in log-phase bacteria, is 
characterized by little variation over the cell cycle 
in spite of the doubled gene dosage following 
plasmid replication. This is demonstrated by the 
following analysis of the kinetics of RepE2. 

The total number of RepE2 molecules in a cell 
at age a is V ðaÞ [RepE2ðaÞ], where V ðaÞ is the 
volume of the cell and [RepE2(a)] is the dimer 
concentration in molecules per unit volume at age 
a. If losses from this pool for turnover or mono

mer production (estimated as only four molecules 
per cycle versus the 30–50 needed to make up for 
volume dilution with cell growth) are negligibly 
small, then the approximate rate of change of this 
pool is 

d 
da 

ðV ðaÞ½RepE2ðaÞ�Þ  ¼  rGðaÞ; ðA:1Þ 

where GðaÞ is the number of un-repressed repE 
genes per cell and r is the synthesis rate of RepE2 

molecules per un-repressed gene. The repE pro
moter is known to be repressed by RepE2 (Uga 
et al., 1999). Modeling this repression by simple 
Michaelis–Menten inhibition, GðaÞ can be re-ex
pressed as 
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� � �  � : 

1 RepE2ðaÞ�Þ;GðaÞ ¼  GtðaÞ=ð þ  Ka½ ðA:2Þ 

where GtðaÞ is the total number of repE genes per 
cell at age a and Ka is the affinity constant for 
binding of RepE2 to the promoter site. If bacterial 
cell volume doubles exponentially with age ac
cording to V ðaÞ ¼  2a=T V0, where V0 is the volume of 
the cell at birth, Eq. (A.2) may be rewritten as 

� � �� G� t ðaÞ � : ðA:3ÞGðaÞ ¼  
1 þ K

Vo 

a 1 V ðaÞ½RepE2ðaÞ�2a=T 

Substitution of Eq. (A.3) into Eq. (A.1) yields a 
differential expression for V ðaÞ½RepE2ðaÞ], i.e. 
d 
da 

ðV ðaÞ½RepE2ðaÞ�Þ 

1
¼ 

1 þ K
V0
a 
� rG� t

V 

ða
ða
Þ
Þ½RepE2ðaÞ� 

ðA:4Þ 
2a=T 

Gt ðaÞ is unity from birth up to the average age 
of plasmid replication, arep, and 2 from there to 
cell division at T . The expression for 
V ðaÞ½RepE2ðaÞ� (and hence ½RepE2ðaÞ�Þ is ob

tained by integrating Eq. (A.4) from a ¼ 0 to

arbitrary age a yielding 

V ðaÞ½RepE2ðaÞ� ¼ V ð0Þ½RepE2ð0Þ�Z a da0
þ r 
1 þðKa =V0Þ2�a0 =T V ða0Þ½RepE2ða0Þ�
0 

ð06a6arepÞ; ðA:5aÞ 
V ðaÞ½RepE2ðaÞ� ¼ V ðarepÞ½RepE2ðarepÞ�Z a da0
þ 2r 
arep 

1 þðKa =V0Þ2�a0=T V ða0Þ½RepE2ða0Þ�


ðarep < a6T Þ: ðA:5bÞ 

This expression may be evaluated numerically 
provided estimates are developed for Ka =V0 and r. 
T is known. While the age dependence of 
V ðaÞ [RepE2] also depends on arep, it will be seen 
that the range of [RepE2] is almost independent of 
the choice for arep and we have initially given it 
arbitrary values between 0 and T . 

Ka =V0 can be roughly approximated if it is as
sumed that the repE promoter is half repressed 
mid-cycle by the normal RepE2 concentration of 
50 molecules per cell (Uga et al., 1999). In this 
case, the denominator of Eq. (A.4) must be 2, 
twice the un-repressed value, and Ka =V0 is 0.03. 
r can be obtained from the periodic boundary 
condition that applies to Eq. (A.4) under loga
rithmic growth, namely, the requirement that 
the total number of RepE2 molecules must ex
actly double over the cell cycle (as does the cell 
volume) or, equivalently, that the RepE2 concen
tration is continuous across cell division. Stated 
mathematically 

2V ð0Þ ½RepE2ð0Þ� ¼ V ðT Þ ½RepE2ðT Þ�: ðA:6Þ 

Given an estimated initial (birth) number of 33.3 
RepE2 molecules per cell (¼ V ð0Þ ½RepE2ð0Þ�) and 
a pre-cell division number of 66.7 (¼ V ðT Þ 
½RepE2ðT Þ�) (Uga et al., 1999), and a choice for 
arep, the value of r is then computed as that 
which allows Eqs. (A.5a), (A.5b) to satisfy Eq. 
(A.6). 

[RepE2] was finally computed as a function of 
age from Eq. (A.5a), (A.5b), initially for a choice 
of arep � T =2 (from Fig. 3B, the approximate 
experimental mean replication age of the plas
mid). Other parameters were: T ¼ 55min, 
Ka =V0 ¼ 0:03, and r ¼ 0:80113. The maximum 
and minimum values of [RepE2] and its range 
over the cell cycle are (in units of molecules per 
cell volume): maximum ¼ 33.33, minimum ¼
31.45, range ¼ 1.88. The variation over the cell 
cycle is thus on the order of only � 3%. The mean 
[RepE2] value, range, and percent variation re
mained unchanged for other choices of arep, only 
the location of the minimum shifting to arep. 
Likewise, other selections for Ka =V0 led only to 
compensating changes in r, and no significant 
change in the � 3% variation. 
Appendix B. Derivation of f ðJÞ in the absence of 
cis-handcuffing 

In the absence of handcuffing, the fraction of 
ori2-saturated plasmids, f ðJÞ, is just the number 
of random arrangements of J initiator molecules 
(4 6 J 6 8) over two groups (the ori2 and incC 
iteron sets) such that one group contains four 
molecules (corresponding to a saturated ori2 
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iteron set), divided by the total number of pos
sible arrangements of J molecules over the two 
groups. 

The number of saturated ori2 arrangements 
(defined as m0J 4 for the F plasmid) is equal to the 
number of combinations of the J � Nori initiator 
molecules (those remaining after saturation of the 
Nori ori2 sites) over the Ninc incC sites, i.e. 

Ninc! m0J 4 ¼ ðJ � NoriÞ!ðNinc � J þ NoriÞ! 
: ðB:1Þ 

The total number of possible arrangements of the 
J protein molecules over all of the iterons (defined 
as m0J ) is equal to the number of combinations of 
J molecules over Nori þ Ninc sites, i.e. 

m0J ¼ J !ðN
ðN
ori

ori 

þ
þ
N
N

inc

inc

�
Þ! 
JÞ! ; ðB:2Þ 

f ðJÞ is the ratio of these two quantities, i.e. 

m0J4 J !Ninc!f ðJÞ ¼  
m0J 

¼ ðJ � NoriÞ!ðNori þ NincÞ! 
: ðB:3Þ 

(Note that no statistical mechanical corrections for 
temperature effects on the distribution are required 
under the first order assumption that each plas
mid-RepEf binding energy is independent of Re
pEf neighbors and hence that all J -bound 
plasmids are characterized by the same energy 
states.) 
Appendix C. Derivation of f ðJÞ with cis-handcuffing 
present 

The derivation of the fraction of ori2-saturated 
plasmids, f ðJÞ, in the presence of cis-handcuffing 
proceeds from the statistical mechanical partition 
function qJ for a plasmid bearing J initiator mol

ecules. It may be written as X 
qJ ¼ giJ e

�bEiJ ; ðC:1Þ
i 

where EiJ is the ith accessible energy state for a 
particular molecule with J RepEf molecules bound 
to its iterons, and giJ is a multiplicity factor ac
counting for quantum degeneracies, as well as 
multiplicities of EiJ due to the large number of 
spatial configurations available to any particular 
molecule and the number of equivalent-energy 
statistical arrangements of the J -bound molecules 
on the iteron sites. b is the usual inverse Boltz
mann temperature factor. Noting that qJ is com

posed of terms arising from both the cis-

handcuffed (HC) and non-cis-handcuffed (NHC) 
forms of the molecules, it may be rewritten as 

NHC HCqJ ¼ qJ þ qJ X X 
iJ iJ¼ 

i 

giJ 
NHCe�bENHC þ 

i 

giJ 
HCe�bEHC 

: ðC:2Þ 

The NHC sum (first right-hand sum) may be 
further expanded if the set of accessible energy 
states EiJ 

NHC is considered to be only negligibly 
affected by the particular arrangement of the J 
proteins on the iteron sites. In that case, the 
multiplicity denoted by giJ 

NHC may be considered to 
arise from a sum over all products of the spatial 
degeneracy (essentially the number of shapes that 
a linear-circular polymer may assume in space) for 
a plasmid with a particular arrangement of n0 

RepEf molecules bound to its ori2 region and 
J � n0 molecules bound to its incC region (spatial 
degeneracy factor hHNC) multiplied by a statistical iJ 

factor accounting for the total number of n0; J � n0 

arrangements (m0Jn0 ). The qNHC 
J term of Eq. (C.2) 

thus, becomes ! X X 
NHC hNHC e�bENHC 

qJ ¼ 
i n

iJ m0Jn0 iJ 

0 ! X X 
hNHCe�bENHC
¼ 

n

m0Jn0

i 
iJ 

iJ


0 X 
hNHCe�bENHC ¼ m0J iJ 

iJ ; ðC:3Þ
i 

where m0J is given by the last equality and is 
equal to the total number of available binding 
configurations for J non-handcuffed proteins. 

The fraction of ori2-saturated plasmids in the 
absence of handcuffing, f ðJÞ, may be derived as 
the portion of the partition function corre

sponding to the fully bound ori2 region (for the P 
F plasmid, the term hNHCe�b EiJ 

NHC

) dim0J4 i iJ 

vided by the entire NHC partition function 
qNHC , i.e.J 
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P 
hNHCe�bENHC


m0J4 i iJ 
iJ
P 

hNHCe�bENHCf ðJÞ ¼  
m0J i iJ iJ 

m0J4 ¼ 
m0J 

ðno handcuffingÞ: ðC:4Þ 

The HC sum (second right-hand sum of Eq. (C.2) 
may also be expanded to account for the like
lihood of various RepEf pair bondings in 
cis-handcuffing. To do so, a more detailed 
cis-handcuffing model need be specified. In the 
F plasmid, the four iterons of the incC region are 
able to fold back and assume partial register with 
the four ori2 iterons and establish anywhere from 
one to three pair bonds between the RepEf mole

cules previously bound to the DNA. The energies 
associated with such cis-handcuffed plasmids are 
necessarily lower than those of their non-hand
cuffed counterparts, primarily by the energy of 
interaction generated by the pair bonding. As a 
first approximation to incorporating this in the 
HC partition function, we assume that each of the 
energy states accessible to the non-handcuffed 
plasmids is decreased by an amount equal to the 
number of pair bonds ðnÞ in the handcuffed 
counterpart multiplied by the (constant) energy 
increment of each bonding (DE) plus a constant (e) 
reflective of energy changes that do not depend on 
the exact number of pair bonds but only on the 
presence of a handcuffing locus, i.e., each of the 
EiJ 
NHCenergies maps into a set of HC energies 

fEHC 
iJn g; n ¼ 1; 3, where 

EHC ¼ ENHC 
iJn iJ þ nDE þ e: ðC:5Þ 

Introducing these energies into HC partition 
function, and noting that the multiplicity factor 

must also be mapped into a fgHC set to acgiJ 
HC 

iJn g
count for the expansion of accessible energy states, 
qHC becomesJ XX 
HC HC iJnqJ ¼ 

i n 

giJn e
�bEHC 

XX 
HC �be¼ 

i n 

giJn e
�bEiJ 

NHC 
e�bnDE: ðC:6Þ 

The gHC multiplicity may then be considered asiJn 

product of a factor accounting for the spatial de
generacy of a particular cis-handcuffed molecule 
with n bond pairings (hHC 

iJn ) multiplied by the sta
� � 

tistical number of n-bond arrangements possible 
(mnJ ; n ¼ 1; 3), so that 

XX 
HC hHC iJ �be e�bnDE :q iJn mnJ e

�bENHC 

J ¼ 
i n 

ðC:7Þ 

Further rearrangement is possible if it is observed 
that hHC depends only weakly on n since the spatial iJn 

degeneracy is determined more by the large scale 
figure—eight nature of the handcuffed molecule 
than by the small scale details of the handcuffing 
link related to n. Accordingly, the n-subscript may 
be dropped from hHC and Eq. (C.7) may be reiJn 

grouped to yield the product !  ! X X 
qHC hHCe�bENHC �be mnJ e

�bnDE :J iJ¼ 
i 

iJ

n 

ðC:8Þ 

This becomes the right hand term in qJ 

qNHC þ qHC 
¼ 

J J . 
The fraction of ori2-saturated plasmids in the 

presence of handcuffing, f ðJÞ, may be derived as 
the portion of the partition function correspond
ing to the fully bound, non-handcuffed ori2 region 
(from the NHC portion of qJ for the F plasmid, P 

hNHCe�bENHC 
iJthe term m0J4 i iJ ) divided by the entire 

partition function qJ , i.e. P 
m0J4 i iJ e�bEiJ 

NHC

hNHC 

qNHC þqHC
f ðJÞ¼  

J J P 
i h

NHCe�bENHC 
m0J4 iJ 

iJ 

¼
m0J 
P 

i h
NHC 
iJ e�bENHC 

�P 
i h

HC 
iJ e

�bENHC �be 
� P 

nmnJ e�bnDE 
; 

iJ iJþ 

ðC:9Þ 

where substitutions for qNHC 
J and qHC have been 

J 

taken from Eqs. (C.3) and (C.8). Finally by dividing 
both numerator and denominator of Eq. (C.9) by 
the sum appearing in the numerator, and defining 

e�bENHC 
e�bENHC 

the ratio 
P 

hHC iJ �be= 
P 

hNHC iJ as ai iJ i iJ 

parameter d, f ðJÞ is obtained as 

m0J4f ðJÞ ¼
m0J þ d n¼1 mnJ e�bnDE 

ðhandcuffingÞ:P3 

ðC:10Þ 

Assuming the m0J 4 and mnJ factors are available 
from straightforward combinatorics, Eq. (C.10) is 
thus a two parameter description of f ðJÞ. 
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Appendix D 

Number of configurations having n pair bonds 
given J bound RepEf molecules and equal spacing 
between iterons in both the ori2 and incC sets 
J

4 
5
 6 
7
 8

m0J 4 
a 
1 
4 
6 
4 
1 
m0J 
70 
56 
28 
8 
1 

m1J 
221 
180 
70 
10 
0 
 
m2J 
5
  56
  52
  10
  0

m3J 
0 
0 
6 
6 
0 

a Number 

iteron set. 
of m0J configurations that have a fully bound ori2 
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